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1. INTRODUCTION 
We have shown in [3] that for the model of a MOS semiconductor device, as in [2] and [5], 
the solution to the potential equation is C1ll, (bounded second derivatives) across the pn- 
junction surface Jnp , and C21Q up to the surface on each side, with the possible exception 
of the endpoints. We also have studied in [4] the asymptotic limit of the problem when 
the width or permittivity of an oxide region goes to zero. In this note, we describe the 
singularities of the second derivatives of the potential at the endpoints of Jnp, both for the 
limiting configuration and the full problem. 
1. Let R c R* be a rectangle and ip a smaller disjoint rectangle such that I = dR rl da is 
one of the sides of @ contained in dRr and the endpoints of I are away from the endpoints 
of dRr. We consider the following problem 
Au2 = qc,‘(f + c) in 0, 
Au 1=0 in a, 
Ul = up and Ed, = Ei(ul)v on I, (1.1) 
and either Neumann, Dirichlet or mixed boundary data prescribed on a(n U m), where Y 
denotes the normal direction to the surface I, e, and Ei are the permittivity constants in R 
and Cp respectively, q the electric charge, f E Ca(Q) and c is a step function. We assume 
that the discontinuity surface for c(t, y), denoted by Jnp, is a smooth surface that contains 
a segment intersecting dR at a point 20. In the present work, we shall assume that Jnp and 
6% intersect perpendicularly. 
We shall study the behavior of Di,juz at the point x0 for the cases on which homogeneous 
Neumann or mixed or smooth Dirichlet conditions are prescribed on the portion of the 
boundary 80 that contains to. This will also apply to the three asymptotic limit cases of 
the problem (1.1) depending on the limiting value of the quotient between the permittivity 
Ei and the width of the oxide region @, since the limit problem becomes Au = q c;l(f + c) 
in R with either homogeneous Neumann, mixed or Dirichlet data prescribed, in a weaker 
sense, on I. See [4]. Finally, we shall study the behavior of DijUk, k = 1,2 at the point 
xc E I for {Uk} solution of problem (1.1). 
Since the solutions of V+(E(+)VV~) = F(x) are C *lQ(OUI’), I’ a segment strictly contained 
in I, with e(z) is cl in 52 and si in 0, and F(z) is qf in Q and 0 in Cp , see 111, it is enough 
to look at problem (1.1) with f = 0. 
First, we shall obtain for the limiting case, i.e., when 0 shrinks into a segment that Diju 
are bounded at x0 = Jnp fl dCl if homogeneous Neumann or mixed data are prescribed 
around x0 in 8R; and for prescribed Dirichlet data, the pure derivatives u,, and u,,,, remain 
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bounded at xc and the mixed derivative uzY behaves like (6 - a)C log r in a neighborhood 
of the origin set at xc with (b - a) the jump of c(x, y) at JnP. 
Then, for the case of a non trivial oxide 0, we shall obtain the same kind of behavior for 
Diiuk,k = 1,2 at xc E I that the one obtained for the limiting case with Dirichlet data 
prescribed at xc E dQ. 
2. Let us assume that I’ c dR is a neighborhood of xc in dR, x0 = J,,I%Q and I’ C 
Also assume that xc is the origin of our coordinate system. Let u be a solution of 
Au = c(x, y) in s2, c(x, Y) = 
a, if x 5 0; 
6, if x > 0; 
{Y = 01. 
(2.1) 
with smooth boundary conditions prescribed on 30 \ I’ and over I’ either one of the two 
following cases 
i. uV + Ku = 0 on I’, where K could be zero and v is the outgoing normal direction 
with respect to r. 
ii. u = 0 on r. 




b, if x > 0, 
and u, + Ku = 0 on I’. 
We first set v = u eKy. Then v, ]r = vy ly=e = 0. We reflect v evenly with respect to the 
axis {y = 0) to the region {y > 0) tl R and then Av]~~o~sI = AGIy,e n h where G is the 
even extension of v to the region {y > 0) and d the mirror image of R with respect to dR. 
We know that u and Diu are C ‘lo functions in B(0, R) for R small enough to avoid the 
endpoints of I, by classical W2*J’ estimates. We use v and u in B(0, R) for the pairs (v, G) and 
(u, 6) respectively, with 6 = G esKy in {y > 0) nfi, then Au = AueKY +(Ky+ 2uy)KeKY in 
B(0, R). We decompose v = VI + 212, where v2 satisfies Aus = (Icy + 2uy)KeKY, and hence 
v2 belongs to C2J’ in B(0, R). Finally, vr satisfies Avr = AueKY. Then vr belongs to C’J’ 
in B(0, R) and Au1 has a jump discontinuity. The following regularity result describes the 
behavior of vr. 
Let wi be the solution of 
AWN = fi in Bi i=1,2; 
Wl = w2, (Wl)z = (w2)2 on {x = 0) n B(0, R) = S; 
where B1 = B n {x 2 O},B2 = B fl {z > 0) and fi E P(x). Then wi belongs to 
C2pu(Bi U S’), i = 1,2 with S’ = {x = 0) n B(0, R/2) (see [L.U.]). 
Therefore vr has bounded second derivatives at the origin set at the point x0 = J,,,, ndQ, 
and so u has, where u is the solution of (2.l.i) . 
Case 2: Let u be a solution of problem (2.l.ii). Let 4 be the odd extension of u to 
{y > 0) tl R. Since Aii],,c = -Au],<c, then we look at the following problem. Let u be the 
pair (u,G). Then u solves Au = c(x, y) in B(0, R), R defined as in case 1 and c(x, y) is equal 
to a in {x 5 0,y > 0}, b in {x < 0,y < 0), -ain{x<O,ysO}and-bin{x<O,y~O} 
and, also, u belongs to C’*O(R n B(0, R)). 
Now, if v is a solution of Au = XF, with XF denoting the characteristic function of the 
first quadrant F = {z > 0,y > 0}, then u can be written as a linear combination of Vi, 
namely u = C:=‘=, ajwj, where wi is the solution of Awi = XFi, Fi are the four different 
quadrants and ai = c(x, y) .in Fi, plus a harmonic function. Such functions w;, i = 1,4 are 
a rotation of the solution of Au = XF. 
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So, let us construct II, the solution of Au = XF in R’, where F is the first quadrant. 
Heuristically, Au, = 6~,=e,,,e)dy, with 6 the Dirac delta, and Au,, = 0 outside of 
L+ = {z = 0,y > 0) with the jump relation u& - u, = 1 across Lt. Hence, a candidate 
for v,, is 2irvzz = 0 = S(l0g.z) in the domain R* \ L +. We recall that 0 is defined up to a 
constant to be chosen. 
Recalling the definition of complex derivative and the Cauchy-Riemman relationships, we 
have that 27&(vE) = %(D,(-ir(logr - 1))). Hence, 
2nv, = sR(-iz(logz - 1)) + cy, 
always outside L+, with the constant in 0 to be chosen. Again, since 
27&l = zJ?(Oz( -i;(logz - i))) + CY 
therefore 
2AU = w[[;(zs - y2) + 2izy] [logr - ;] + ie]] + cyx + f*(y), 
where f+(y) corresponds to F and Af+ = 1 and f - corresponds to CF and Af - = 0. 
Since v can be symmetrized respect to the diagonal {x = y} we chose, outside F 
27rvr = 2 +x2 - y2>e + zy(logr - 2,? 
with B = 0 along the lower diagonal D- = {x = y < 0). 
And, on F, 
27rv2 = 2 +x2 - y2)7 + xy(logr - ;, + T(x’ + y2), 
with r = B - ?r, that is r = 0 on the upper diagonal D+ = {x = y > 0). 
To show that v, defined as 
3(x” - y2)e + xy(iOgr - 9) in{z<O}U{x>O,y<0} 
2xv(x7y) = 
I 
and -F < 0 < F, 
(5 + f)x’ + (% - $)y’ + zy(/ogr - $) in {x > 0,y > 0) 
(2.3) 
is a solution of Au = XF, we must show that vi and (Vi)” are continuous across bF. By 
symmetry, we only need to do it in {x = 0,y > 0). There, 
2*vr = ?zys = 2avz 
and 
(254, = -; f y(logr - 2 3) = (2nu& 
Writing u = C:=, aiwi + h, ai = c(t, y) in Fi, Fi the four quadrants in R2 intersected by 
B = B(0, R), h a solution of 
4 
Ah=Oin B and h=u- c ciwion dB, 
i=l 
and wi the rotations of v from (2.3) defined as follows: 
Wl = u(x, y) in Fl = F, 
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w2 = u(t, -y) in F2 = {x > 0, y < 0) with 0 replaced by B - $ and r by r - +, 
w3 = v(--t - y) in Fs ={x<O,y<O}with0replacedbyB-nandrbyr-n,and 
Wq = v(-x,y) in Fs = 
respectively. 
{x > 0,y < 0) with 8 and T replaced by B - F and r - y 
Therefore 
zl(x, y) = F(x2, y2, 8, 7) + (b - a)Cxy(logr - $ih(x,y) (2.4) 
where C # 0 depends on the boundary data at aB(O, R), h is in Canu(B(O, R)), and F = 
(cle + c2~ + 4x2 + (ble + b2r + 6s)y2, homogeneous of degree 2. 
Also, by construction uzz = g(0, r) with g a lineal function of its arguments, then uyy = 
Au - g(0, r) is also a lineal function of B and r. Hence, the pure derivatives of u solution of 
(2.1.i) are bounded in B(0, R), particularly at the origen point x0 = J,, fl dR. 
Finally, looking at the cross derivatives ZL=,~, we have that F,, are bounded in B(0, R) 
but 
u,,, = Fzy + (b - a)C(logr - 2 3) , with C_# 0. (2.5) 
3. We treat finally the semiconductor-oxide equations, i.e., u = (~1, ~2) solution of problem 
(1.1) in {‘P, 0) with the transmission condition given on I. We are interested in the behavior 
of the second derivatives of u at the point xe = JnP n I, where R = dist(xo, 8I) is positive. 
It is enough then, to see just the behavior of the second derivatives of the problem 
Au i=o if {y > 0) rl a, 
Au 2=c4 if{x>O,y<O}nfl, 
AU 2=b if{x<O,y<O}nQ, 
211 = 212, 4Ul)y = h(U2)y at {y= o}nl. (3-I) 
We shall use the results obtained in section 2. First, we define iii and ii2 as 
G(x, Y) = ~(1, -Y) (x, -Y) E 0 and &.(x, Y) = u2(+, -Y) (2, -Y) E 0. 
Now, take R = dist(xo, (61 U (8s \ {to}) U d&}), where S C Jnp is a segment with 
endpoint x0 and d@e is the side of 80 opposite to I. Let B(0, R) be a square centered at 
ze and halfside R. Let us define f as 
Then f is odd across I. Also Af = a in B-(0, R)n{x > 0) and Af = b in B-(0, R)n{x 5 
0) ; then it has been proved in section 2, (2.4), that f = F + (b - a)C(logr - #) in B(0, R). 
On the other hand, let us define g as 
g(x1 Y) = 
cur+ iis in B+(O, R) 
EGO + 212 in B-(0, R); Eq. 
Then g is continuous, even, and 
gv = 
{ 
+Q)y - (U2)Y = 0 on B+(O, R) n {y = 0}, 
44 + (U2)Y = 0 in B-(0, R) n {y = 0). 
Therefore, it has been proved in section 2, case 1, that g has bounded second derivatives. 
Adding and substracting f and g we get that f + g = ur(1 + E) and Ef + g = u2(l + e). 
Then 
Dijul = LDij(f+g) and 
l+E 
Diju2 = -f_D,f+ &Dijg, 
l+E 
where Dijg are bounded and Dij f are also bounded if i = j and D,,f = (b-a)C(logr- $). 
Hence u solution of problem (3.1) has bounded pure second derivatives in a neighborhood 
of xo and (Q)=~ = (b - a)&(logr - 
cs = 
9) + Gk in B(0, R), k = 1,2, where Cr = &C, 
&C and Ck has bounded second derivatives. 
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